
A Journey of Loss and Resilience:A Journey of Loss and Resilience:
Navigating Motherhood with Centro Tepeyac's SupportNavigating Motherhood with Centro Tepeyac's Support

Dear friend,

To begin the New Year, we'd like to share a recent client

story with you. Your support continues to be invaluable

and we thank you for all that you do!

"I visited Centro Tepeyac during my pregnancy with my"I visited Centro Tepeyac during my pregnancy with my

daughter, Gianna. They assisted me in applying fordaughter, Gianna. They assisted me in applying for

health insurance and supported me throughout myhealth insurance and supported me throughout my

prenatal care. As I learned I would be a mother to twoprenatal care. As I learned I would be a mother to two

girls, the counselors maintained frequent contact. Whengirls, the counselors maintained frequent contact. When

I expressed concerns about reduced fetal movement,I expressed concerns about reduced fetal movement,

they advised me to go to the nearest hospital promptly.they advised me to go to the nearest hospital promptly.

It was then that I discovered one of my babies had aIt was then that I discovered one of my babies had a

health issue, and sadly, one of them did not survive.health issue, and sadly, one of them did not survive.

Despite the heartbreaking loss, one baby survived withDespite the heartbreaking loss, one baby survived with

a cleft lip. I spent over 12 weeks in the hospital toa cleft lip. I spent over 12 weeks in the hospital to

ensure her survival. Throughout this challenging time,ensure her survival. Throughout this challenging time,

Centro Tepeyac continued to offer support throughCentro Tepeyac continued to offer support through

phone calls, encouragement, and prayers when Iphone calls, encouragement, and prayers when I

needed them the most."needed them the most."

The Centro Tepeyac Team



Speaking to StudentsSpeaking to Students
at St. Jude Regional Catholic Schoolat St. Jude Regional Catholic School

"The bread you store up belongs to the hungry; the cloak that lies in your chest"The bread you store up belongs to the hungry; the cloak that lies in your chest
belongs to the naked; the gold you have hidden in the ground belongs to thebelongs to the naked; the gold you have hidden in the ground belongs to the

poor." - St. Basil the Greatpoor." - St. Basil the Great

Educating children on the significance of taking action to

support mothers in need is a crucial step in fostering

compassion for the unborn. By instilling a sense of

responsibility at a young age, we empower the next

generation to make a positive impact on the lives of the

unborn. The initiative to donate diapers, wipes, and baby

clothes during Catholic Schools Week not only provides

tangible assistance to mothers facing challenges but

also cultivates a culture of generosity among the

students. This act of charity not only addresses

immediate needs but also imparts lasting lessons on

empathy, solidarity, and the transformative power of

standing up for those in need.

Executive Director Julie Kilmer (pictured right with 5th

and 7th grade) had the great privilege of visiting St.

Jude's recently to thank the students for their support

and share more about the impact of their generous



hearts. It was a pleasure to speak with them and we

hope to visit again in the near future!

JOIN US: Parenting - An Eternal PerspectiveJOIN US: Parenting - An Eternal Perspective

 Helpful Tips for Raising a Family You Want to Be In!Helpful Tips for Raising a Family You Want to Be In!  

The The National March for LifeNational March for Life is is
THIS Friday, January 19, 2024!THIS Friday, January 19, 2024!

This year's theme is This year's theme is "With Every Woman, For Every Child""With Every Woman, For Every Child"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVuny5SsCaQ


and the emphasis is on the help provided by Pregnancyand the emphasis is on the help provided by Pregnancy
Care Centers just like Centro Tepeyac.Care Centers just like Centro Tepeyac.

Join hundreds of thousands in marching in Washington, DCJoin hundreds of thousands in marching in Washington, DC
this Friday and be a voice for the voiceless!this Friday and be a voice for the voiceless!

Visit the March for LifeVisit the March for Life
website to learn more!website to learn more!

DONATE to CentroDONATE to Centro
Tepeyac!Tepeyac!

https://marchforlife.org/national-march-for-life/
https://engage.suran.com/centrotepeyac2/s/give/new-gift

